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Jekyll and Hyde Quotes 
 
Chapter 1: Story of the door 

Quote Context/ Notes 

His affections, like ivy, were the growth of 
time 

Utterson is a complex and quite austere man 
who seems somewhat respectable 

And though he enjoyed the theatre, had not 
crossed the doors of one for twenty years 

He manages to resist temptations and stays 
quite respectable 

Almost with envy, at the high pressure of 
spirits involved in their misdeeds 

He is tempted by other people’s someone less 
respectable actions, but controls himself 

The street shone out in contrast to its dingy 
neighbourhood 

The street on which Hyde’s house can be found 
is generally very pretty 

A certain sinister block of a building thrust 
forward its gable on the street 

This is in stark contrast to the rest of the 
street: the evil, back entrance for Hyde 

The door, which was equipped with neither bell 
nor knocker, was blistered and distained 

More description of the evil side of the 
building. Adjectives hint at deformity 

For the man trampled calmly over the child’s 
body and left her screaming on the ground 

The first of Hyde’s incidents. We can see he is 
an evil and violent character 

I saw that sawbones turn sick and white with 
the desire to kill him 

The ‘sawbones’ is an under qualified doctor, 
though Enfield remarks that the doctor was 
from Edinburgh, a leading university. Seems 
somewhat judgemental or elitist 

As should make his name stink from one end of 
London to the other 

After the incident, the group will destroy 
Hyde’s reputation if he doesn’t pay. Key 
contextual point  

I feel very strong about putting questions; it 
partakes too much of the style of the day of 
judgement 

Enfield doesn’t like to get involved in other 
people’s affairs and is embarrassed about it 
already 

I never saw a man I so disliked, and yet I 
scarce know why 

This is a recurring idea; Hyde is evil though 
nobody seems to know exactly why 

 
Chapter 2: Search for Mr Hyde 

Quote Context/ Notes 

All his possessions were to pass into the hands 
of his friend and benefactor Edward Hyde 

Utterson becomes concerned as he reads this 
part of the will. Is Hyde blackmailing Jekyll? 

This document had long been the lawyer’s 
eyesore 

Utterson doesn’t like the strange will; it isn’t 
as customary as others 

Such unscientific balderdash Lanyon was shocked by Jekyll’s science 

Would have estranged Damon and Pythias A reference to two very good friends in Greek 
mythology: it took a lot for Lanyon to stop 
being friends with Jekyll 

God bless me, the man seems hardly human! Utterson is shocked by Hyde’s appearance 

Or can it be the old story of Dr Fell? This is a reference to a period nursery rhyme:  
‘I do not like thee, Mr Fell/ The reason why I 
cannot tell 
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Quote Context/ Notes 

The pleasantest room in London These two rooms are directly next to each 
other in Jekyll’s house, illustrating duality  

The old dissecting room 

The ghost of some old sin Utterson’s Christian view of Hyde 

Must have secrets of his own: black, secrets, 
by the look of him 

Part of the gothic tradition of secrecy. This also 
describes Hyde 

He gave an impression of deformity without 
any nameable malformation 

It is impossible to grasp what exactly is evil or 
malformed about Hyde 

 
Chapter 3: Jekyll was Quite at Ease 

Quote Context/ Notes 

Something of a slyish cast perhaps, but every 
mark of capacity and kindness 

The description contrasts both Enfield’s 
positive and Lanyon’s negative. Idea of duality 
in Jekyll 

An ignorant, blatant pedant. I was never more 
disappointed in any man than in Lanyon 

A pedant is someone very particular about 
details; Jekyll’s unconventional ideas didn’t 
wash. He clearly has fallen out with Lanyon 

Hide bound (Restricted in views) A description of Lanyon, 
though also with clear sound link to Hyde 

Pale to the very lips, and there came a 
blackness about his eyes 

Relation to the Gothic tradition. This is Jekyll’s 
reaction to the mentioning of Hyde 

‘When I am no longer here’ & ‘If I am taken 
away’ 

These are euphemisms for death and 
foreshadow this. They also relate to his will’s 
term ‘unexplained absence’ 

And I beg of you to let it sleep Jekyll doesn’t want Utterson to get involved 

 
Chapter 4: The Carew Murder Case 

Quote Context/ Notes 

Was brilliantly lit by the moon An image of the gothic tradition 

All of a sudden he broke out in a great flame of 
anger 

Seems completely insane or mad; Hyde is not 
human in his actions 

Under which the bones were audible shattered 
and the body jumped upon the roadway 

A vulgar description and shocking to the 
period’s audience; Hyde is violent and a 
murderer 

At the horror of these sights and sounds, the 
maid fainted 

Repeats message of shock and madness. The 
maid is the only witness to the murder 

A great, chocolate coloured pall Dystopian and evil sounding description of 
London. There is an eerie cover which reveals 
the nightmare 

A district of some city in a nightmare 

He was conscious of some touch of that terror 
of the law 

An emotional quote from Utterson. As a lawyer, 
he shouldn’t be scared of the law. Shows he is 
genuinely unnerved by the events 

Many ragged children & A dingy street A description of immoral Soho in which Hyde 
lives. Utterson visits his house 

But these were furnished with luxury and good 
taste 

Hyde likes to indulge and his house reflects 
this 
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Chapter 5: Incident of the letter 

Quote Context/ Notes 

Once crowded with eager students and now 
lying gaunt and silent 

A gloomy description of the dissecting rooms; 
they are no longer filled with life and energy 

Dr Jekyll, looking deadly sick This is in contrast to ‘Dr Jekyll was Quite at 
Ease’ where he seems to be in good shape 

You have not been mad enough to hide this 
fellow? 

Utterson questions Jekyll about hide. This also 
makes reference to the word play of ‘hide’ 

I swear to God I will never set eyes on him 
again 

While this reassures Utterson, Jekyll isn’t lying 
as he is Hyde, but also allows for this to 
continue, contributing to the mystery 

I was thinking of my own character, which this 
hateful business has rather exposed 

Jekyll remains conscious of his honour as a 
gentleman, despite the circumstance where he 
finds himself 

I knew it...he meant to murder you. You have 
had a fine escape 

Utterson ironically thinks he understands the 
situation. This misleads the plot, adding more 
drama 

The fog still slept on the wing above the 
drowned city, where lamps glimmered like 
carbuncles 

A glum image of London with connotations of 
death. A carbuncle is both glowing coal and a 
large boil: quite uncomfortable ambiguity 

In a bottle, the acids were long ago resolved This is an ornate description of Utterson’s 
lifestyle. Sets a more mellow scene 

The two hands are in many points identical: 
only differently sloped 

Guest compares the handwriting and sees they 
are similar 

‘Henry Jekyll forge for a murderer!’ And his 
blood ran cold in his veins 

Utterson completely misjudges what that 
means, thinking Jekyll forged for Hyde 

 
Chapter 6: Remarkable Incident of Dr Lanyon 

Quote Context/ Notes 

Much of his past was unearthed, indeed, and 
all disreputable: tales came out of the man’s 
cruelty 

This seems, with hindsight, unreliable. Hyde 
doesn’t exist most of the rime, so there isn’t a 
lot to go on. Tales also seem fanciful 

The rosy man had grown pale; his flesh had 
fallen away 
Deep-seated terror of the mind 

Lanyon has changed recently, though we do not 
know why. These are images of deformity. Also 
shows that the mind is important (Freud 
context) 

If we knew all, we should be more glad to get 
away 

Dr Lanyon knows of the terrors on the Earth, 
also knowing about Jekyll’s true nature 

Whom I regard as dead The friendship between Lanyon and Jekyll is 
over again, despite a few months back 
together 

If I am the chief of sinners, I am the chief of 
sufferers also 

Juxtaposition: he is a sinner and man of God. 
We can see that Jekyll is quite depressed by 
the situation with Lanyon 

Not to be opened till the death or 
disappearance of Dr Henry Jekyll 

More secret documents to add to the mystery 
of the plot 

But professional honour and faith to his dead 
friend were stringent obligations 

Utterson is respecting the will. He may be 
misleading in the plot, but is a good man 
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Chapter 7: Incident at the Window 

Quote Context/ Notes 

Premature twilight, although the sky, high up 
overhead, was still bright with sunset 

Objective Correlative: the outside of Jekyll’s 
house is described as being quite dark and 
miserable. This represents the internal state of 
Jekyll 

Like some disconsolate prisoner Despite being a simile, Jekyll really is a 
prisoner in his current lifestyle  

The smile was struck out of his face and 
succeeded by an expression of such abject 
terror and despair, as froze the very blood of 
the two gentlemen below 

They are shocked by what they have seen. This 
is typically extravagant language from the 
gothic era 

They were both pale More gothic description and shows shock 

God forgive us Utterson asks God for redemption, presumably 
because he has just encountered such evil 

 
Chapter 8: The Last Night 

Quote Context/ Notes 

With a pale moon, lying on her back as though 
the wind had tilted her, and a flying rack of the 
most diaphanous and lawny texture 

Very poetically written, though eerie through 
gothic tradition of moonlight: powerful forces 
are at work to do such a thing 

Lashing themselves against the railing Violent pathetic fallacy to set the scene 

The drug is wanted bitter bad, sir, whatever 
for 

Poole mentions the mystery drug for the first 
time, but it’s role hasn’t been mentioned yet 

Very irregular, very unseemly This illustrates Utterson’s higher class, being 
disappointed by the obedience of the staff 

More animal terror rang from the cabinet Hyde is described in animalistic terms to make 
him seem less human 

Lay the body of a man sorely contorted and 
still twitching 

Hyde is dead. The image of twitching has 
relevance to other period creatures, such as 
Frankenstein 

He was dressed in clothes far too big for him, 
clothes of the doctor’s bigness 

Seems clumsy or weird, foreshadowing the 
background of the plot, as he is wearing 
Jekyll’s clothes 

Utterson knew he was looking on the body of a 
self destroyer 

This is not socially acceptable at this period: 
against the word of God and sinful 

Nowhere was there any trace of Henry Jekyll, 
dead or alive 

The sense of mystery deepens, in this, the final 
section of main narrative of the novella 

Was amazed to find a copy of a pious 
work…annotated, in his own hand, with 
startling blasphemies 

‘Jekyll’, or Hyde at this moment, has defaced 
religious works which makes him seem even 
more evil at the time 

And if you care to hear more, turn to the 
confession of 
‘Your unworthy and unhappy friend, 
‘Henry Jekyll 

The message behind the story is left concealed 
in a letter. Jekyll asks Utterson to read 
Lanyon’s letter first, which he knows Lanyon 
wrote, and then to read his. He has created a 
challenge to find out the truth of the story 

And read the two narratives in which this 
mystery was now to be explained 

Utterson goes home to read the documents, 
forming the final two chapters 
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Chapter 9: Dr Lanyon’s Narrative 

Quote Context/ Notes 

I cannot remember, at least on my side, any 
break in our affection 

This is Jekyll being somewhat flattering to 
Lanyon. He believes they are still friends 

And seemed to me to contain phosphorous and 
some volatile ether 

This is the extent to which scientific 
terminology is used, contributing to the 
science theme 

Why was this gentleman to be received by me 
in secret? 

Lanyon asks a series of rhetorical questions to 
which we also want the answer. Increases the 
sense of mystery 

There was something abnormal and 
misbegotten in the very essence of that 
creature 

Despite Lanyon being a doctor, ought to have 
more respect over such conditions, he is rude 
about Hyde. Creature being ‘hardly human’ 

I put him back, conscious at his touch of a 
certain icy pang along my blood 

Hyde is still chilling and evil to everyone 

Will you suffer me to take this glass in my hand 
and forth from your house without further 
parley? or has the greed of curiosity too much 
command of you? 

This is Hyde challenging Lanyon whether he 
wants to observe the effects of the potion. It 
also relates to Faustus who gives his soul to the 
devil for 20 years in exchange for unlimited 
knowledge 

A cry followed; he reeled, staggered, clutched 
at the table…staring with injected eyes 

This is the process of transformation. Very 
gothic description, much like Frankenstein 

And groping before him with his hands, like a 
man restored from death- there stood Henry 
Jekyll 

The revelation is held back until the end of the 
sentence. This increases suspense as we, as 
Lanyon, do not know who is being described 

My life is shaken to its roots; sleep has left 
me;…I feel that my days are numbered and 
that I must die 

Lanyon cannot cope with his experiences and 
dies shortly after. We see the trauma his friend 
has caused him 

 
Chapter 10: Henry Jekyll’s Full Statement of the Case 

Quote Context/ Notes 

Hence it came about that I concealed my 
pleasures…I regarded and hid them with an 
almost morbid sense of shame 

This is the sinful side to Jekyll’s life that he is 
attempting to hide 

With even a deeper trench than in the majority 
of men, severed in me those provinces of good 
and ill which divide and compound man’s dual 
nature 

This is a very visual metaphor of the duality of 
human nature. It makes references to 
geographical ideas, like a trench, either being 
more natural or more dramatic 

Committed to a profound duplicity of life Jekyll is obsessed and addicted to this entirely 
evil side of his nature, much like Stevenson 
was supposedly addicted to cocaine in the 6 
days of writing the novella  

A grinding in the bones, deadly nausea A dreadful image of the transformation into 
Hyde 

Braced and delighted me like wine This makes reference to much of the book, 
where wine is a sinful indulgence 

The evil side of my nature…was less robust and 
less developed than the good which I had just 
deposed 

Jekyll is not used to this new part of him. He 
has ‘deposed’ the good, seeming to suggest 
being rid of it permanently. 
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Quote Context/ Notes 

All human beings, as we meet the, are 
commingled out of good and evil. Hyde, alone 
in the ranks of mankind, was pure evil 

This is, in effect, the moral of the story. It also 
shows why Hyde is so disliked. It is possible to 
be entirely evil, but not to be entirely good 

My new power tempted me until I fell into 
slavery 

Jekyll become addicted to the drug, before 
losing control of its effects entirely 

They soon began to turn towards the 
monstrous 

His actions as Hyde are clearly awful and he 
knows this, but cannot control it 

I had gone to bed Henry Jekyll, I had awakened 
Edward Hyde 

This is when he notices that he is permanently 
trapped by this condition 

Down two pairs of stairs, through the back 
passage 

A gothic description through many hidden 
pathways around Jekyll’s laboratory 

Had fallen upon his knees and lifted his clasped 
hands to God 

Jekyll still has faith in God, though it seems 
ironic as he is, at times, entirely what Satan 
represents 

And it was as an ordinary secret sinner Jekyll suggests that all of society sins secretly 
anyway, but doesn’t let it show out of their 
own obsession with image 

Languidly weak in body and mind, and solely 
occupied by one thought 

He is now entirely controlled by evil and the 
drug. Could be related to when Faustus is 
taken by the devil and loses all control 
whatsoever 

 


